
Strongo - Finishes

We can tailor make all finishes to meet with your requirements

CAR FINISHES

WALLS FLOORS

STANDARD OPTIONAL OPTIONAL STANDARD OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

Grey plastic coated steel Galvanised plate Stainless steel Grooved plate RAL 7044 Aluminium Checker plate Stainless Steel Checker plate

85

TREMENDOUS FLEXIBILITY

Wide range in terms of loads. From 1500 to 6500 kg (*)

Flexible car dimensions. Width of between 1400 and 2600 mm. Depths of between 2000 and 4300 m allow loads of various 
sizes and weights to be transported and even the use of an electric forklift.

Wide range of widths and heights for doors, which facilitate the loading and unloading of packages.

Automatic central doors with 4 or 6 panels for greater use of the shaft.

Door clearance of between 1300 - 2500 mm (*)

Clear height of door of between 2000 - 2500 mm (*)

(*) Please ask us for greater measurements. Customised studies may also be carried out by our engineering department.

IMPULSION
Hydraulic with a machine room. Suspension 1:1 and 2:1
With electric using gearless technology or a geared machine

CONTROLLER Electronic with a microprocessor. Universal or collective descent using the latest 
technology

EXCEPTIONAL LEVELLING Designed to facilitate the loading and unloading of heavy goods

SPEED 0.2 m/s (hydraulic), 0.5, 1 and 1.6 m/s (gearless electric),1 and 1.6 m/s (electric geared)

EXCESS LOAD CONTROL This is used to facilitate the entry and exit of loads. Loads of between 1500 and 6500 kg

AUTOMATIC DOORS With single-phase motorization or VVVF (optional)

SPECIAL OPTIONS

PROTECTION BANDS Bumpers to protect walls. These can be easily replaced

INFRARED CURTAINS
(RECOMMENDED)

Barrier with multiple photocells which allow total protection of the doors, thus 
facilitating loading and unloading

INSPECTION TRAPS These measure 350 x 500 mm and are located on the roof of the car

INTELLIGENT LIGHTING Use of Led technology and time-control in order to achieve great savings in the 
energy used by the lift

Advanced technology
It is possible to combine capacity and accuracy. The MP STRONGO lift incorporates the latest 
advances made in technology to guarantee the optimum functioning of the lift. 

CAR FINISHES

WALLS FLOORS

FORTE-CAR cabin with a variety of finishes Variety of materials and designs to choose from

 

Sill types:
Select the most appropriate depending on the system and type of load to be transported: 
reinforced aluminium (standard), plate tubing, stainless steel tubing or solid plate.

Flush lighting: This uses fluorescent tubes and is at the same diaphanous height throughout the car.

Vandal-resistant pushbuttons:
Stainless Steel pushbuttons assembled in a flush manner, which are solid and vandal-proof. 
These are mounted on a stainless steel plate.
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